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Abstract
We aimed to examine the validity of fall risk assessment items for the healthy
community-dwelling elderly Japanese population. Participants were 1122 healthy
elderly individuals aged 60 years and over (380 males and 742 females). The
percentage who had experienced a fall was 15.8 %. This study used fall experience
and 50 fall risk assessment items representing the five risk factors (symptoms of
falling, physical function, disease and physical symptom, environment, and
behavior and character), as we described before. The accuracy of predicting fall
experience from the total score or each risk factor score was examined by
discriminant analysis. The percentage correctly distinguishing the faller from the
total score was 14.4%, and that from the five risk factor scores was 39.7%. This
percentage, when using each risk factor score as an independent variable, was
42.5% (symptom of falling), 0.6% (physical function score), 0.6% (disease and
physical symptoms score), 0.0% (environment score), and 1.1% (behavior and
character score), respectively. The best predictor of fall experience of the
community-dwelling elderly was the “symptom of falling” score. For fall risk
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assessment of the community-dwelling elderly, both of screening of fall risk level
and assessing risk profile comprehensively is important.

Keywords: accidental falls of elderly, discriminant analysis, cross-sectional study

1. Introduction
Falls are a major public health issue in the elderly population, and there has
been a focus on fall prevention based on fall risk assessment (Tinneti et al., 1988;
Graafmans et al., 1996; American Geriatrics Society, 2001; Perell et al., 2001; Chan
et al., 2006; Russell et al., 2009). To prevent falls in the elderly, it is important that
the outcome of a fall risk assessment to provide a comprehensive fall risk level and
fall risk profile, which identifies any problems for individuals.
In Japan, the fall risk assessment chart, which has been developed by the
Tokyo Metropolitan Institute of Gerontology (TMIG), is widely used for the healthy
community-dwelling elderly population (Suzuki, 2000, 2003). This assessment
chart has criteria for screening persons with high fall risk, but it has problems in its
assessment of a fall risk profile. Thus, this chart is limited in identifying physical
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function problems of the healthy elderly population because it is composed of only a
few items for assessment of physical function. For the healthy elderly population,
especially, identification of problems regarding physical function is important to
assess fall risk and to develop countermeasures for the prevention of falls, though
disease is also one important risk factor for falling. Furthermore, the TMIG
assessment chart also has problems in assessing longitudinal fall risk. Among fall
risk factors, there is little improvement with regard to chronic disease. Therefore,
excessive emphasis on immutable risk factors may limit longitudinal assessment of
fall risk in the healthy community-dwelling elderly population (Schenkman and
Riegger-Krugh, 1997). A comprehensive and gradual assessment of physical
function is important (Demura et al., 2010).
We have attempted to select useful 50 fall risk assessment items (Demura’s
fall risk assessment chart: DFRA) for healthy community dwelling elderly from 5 risk
factors of “symptoms of falling”, “physical function”, “disease and physical
symptoms”, “environment”, and “behavior and character” (Demura et al., 2010).
The difference with the TMIG assessment chart is that our assessment items
assumed “symptoms of falling” as a risk factor, and can comprehensively assess
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physical function characteristics and functional levels. This study examined the
availability of

these items for assessment of fall risk in the healthy

community-dwelling elderly population.
Fall risk refers to the possibility of falling in the future. The prospective studies
regarding fall risk assessment confirm the actual incidence of falling after a few
years. On the other hand, cross-sectional studies used fall experience as a criterion
for assessment of validity, and it has been observed whether the assessment chart
(assessment items) can predict fall experience. However, there are few reports
regarding the validity of the TMIG assessment chart.
This study was based on cross-sectional data. We aimed to examine the
validity (prediction accuracy of fall experience) of the DFRA.

2. Participants and methods
2.1. Participants and data collection
The participants were healthy and community-dwelling elderly individuals
aged 60 and over, living in Akita, Kanagawa, Ishikawa, Fukui, Nagano, Gifu, Aichi,
Tottori and Fukuoka Prefectures in Japan. Mail or field surveys were conducted for
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1927 elderly subjects, and there were 1464 respondents. Among them, there were
1122 elderly (70.3 + 7.1 years) showing missing values of less than 10 percent and
we turned them into an object of analysis. They were composed of 380 males (70.5
+ 7.0 years) and 742 females (70.4 + 7.2 years), and 177 of them (15.8%) had a fall
experience this past year.

2.2. Fall risk assessment
This study used the DFRA, which is composed of fall experience and 50 fall
risk assessment items representing the five risk factors of “symptoms of falling,”
“physical function,” “disease and physical symptoms,” “environment,” and “behavior
and character,” referring Demura et al. (2010). The symptoms of fall was assessed
by 3 items (Fell like falling in the preceding year, stumble, and look like falling). The
physical function was assessed by 22 items selected from three components
(fundamental function, advanced function, and gait) and eight elements (muscular
strength, lower limb strength, balancing ability, walking ability, going and down
stairs, changing and holding posture, upper limb function, and gait). The diseases
and physical symptoms was assessed by thirteen items selected from six
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components (dizziness and blackout, medication, sight/hearing and cognition
disorder, cerebral vascular, arthritic and bone disease, and circulatory disease).
The environment was assessed by four items selected from two components
(surrounding environment, and clothing). The behavior and character was
assessed by eight items selected from four components (inactivity, frequent
urination, fear of falling, and risk behavior). All questions were responded to by
dichotomous scale (yes or no), and the response with high risk category for each
question was considered as a “high-risk response.”
In addition, we also used a TMIG fall risk assessment chart (Suzuki, 2000,
2003). Also in fall risk assessment in the TMIG chart, all questions were responded
to by dichotomous scale (yes or no), and the response with high risk category for
each question was considered as a “high-risk response.”

2.3. Statistical analyses
2.3.1. Frequency distributions of total and risk factor scores of the DFRA
The total score was calculated by summing up 50 item scores, and risk factor
scores were calculated by summing items representing each risk factor. To confirm
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distribution characteristics of the total of the risk factor scores, relative frequency
distribution (%) and accumulative relative frequency distribution (%) were
calculated for both the faller and non-faller groups.

2.3.2. Prediction of fall experience using total and risk factor scores of the DFRA
This study examined the accuracy of predicting fall experience from each risk
factor score and a total of those scores. Discriminant analysis, using fall experience
as a dependent variable and the total score, which is based on 50 items, as an
independent variable, was conducted and discriminate probability (percentages of
distinguishing fallers and non-fallers correctly, respectively) was calculated. Then, a
similar discriminant analysis using five risk factor scores as independent variables
was conducted. Further, discriminant analysis using each risk factor score as an
independent variable was conducted for each risk factor. To compare the prediction
accuracy of the TMIG assessment chart, disciminant analysis was conducted using
fall experience as a dependent variable and the total score as an independent
variable. The total score of the TMIG assessment chart was calculated by summing
up the scores of 14 items except for the item of “fall experience.”
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2.3.3. Relationship between fall risk (fall experience), risk factor scores, and the
total score
Frequency for every total (risk factor) score was calculated for each faller and
non-faller group, and then the odds ratio for each total (risk factor) score was
calculated. In the case of “symptoms of falling,” cross table based on fall experience
(“faller” and “non-faller”) and risk factor score (“0 point” and “over 1 point”) was
made up and the odds ratio was calculated. Then, similar cross tables were made
up for each risk factor score (“1 or more points” and “under 1 point,” “2 or more
points” and “under 2 points,” and “3 points” and “under 3 points”), and odds ratios
were calculated. Similar calculations were conducted for all risk factor scores and
the total score.
Furthermore, frequency of fallers was calculated for every total and risk factor
score, and the incidence of falling was calculated for every risk factor score and the
total score.
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3. Results
3.1. Frequency distribution characteristics of total and each risk factor scores of the
DFRA
Figure 1a shows the relative frequency distribution and accumulative relative
frequency distribution in the total score for each faller and non-faller group. The
distribution of the total score in the faller group shifted to the right side compared to
non-faller group. The mean total score was significantly greater in the faller group
(18.2 + 9.8 point) than in non-faller group (12.4 + 6.9 point).
Similarly, the relative frequency distribution and accumulative relative
frequency distribution were calculated for every risk factor score (Figure 1b to 1f).
There were significant differences in all risk factor scores between faller and
non-faller groups. The difference in these frequency distributions between faller and
non-faller groups was found in “symptoms of falling.” Although slightly different
between the faller and non-faller groups, distinctive distribution characteristics were
found in “physical function,” “disease and physical symptoms,” and “behavior and
character,” there was little difference based on “environment.”
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3.2. Prediction of fall experience from total and risk factor scores of the DFRA
Discriminant analyses were conducted using fall experience as a dependent
variable and the total score or risk factor scores as independent variables. Table 1
shows the summary of percentages of distinguishing fallers and non-fallers
correctly obtained from each discriminant analyses. The percentage of
distinguishing fallers correctly when using the total score as an independent
variable was 14.4%, and that when using the five risk factor scores as independent
variables was 39.7%. Furthermore, these percentages when using each risk factor
score as an independent variable were 42.5% (symptom of falling), 0.6% (physical
function score), 0.6% (disease and physical symptoms score), 0.0% (environment
score), and 1.1% (behavior and character score), respectively.
Furthermore, a similar analysis was conducted using the TMIG assessment
chart. Because the TMIG assessment chart includes “fall experience” among its 15
assessment items, the total score was calculated by summing up scores of 14 items
excluding the item of fall experience. As the result of discriminant analysis using fall
experience as a dependent variable and the total score of TMIG as an independent
variable, the percentage of fallers distinguished correctly was 16.1%.
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3.3. Relationship between fall experience and total and risk factor scores of the
DFRA
To confirm the relationship between fall experience (fall risk) and the total and
risk factor scores, odds ratio and incidence of fall experience were calculated for
every point of the total or risk factor scores (Figure 2a-2f). The odds ratios
calculated for every point of the total score ranged from 0.0 to 74.8. Odds ratios
were 0.0 when total score under 2 point, and were 5.0 or more at over 3 or 4 points
of total score. Although odds ratios were under 5.0 when the total score ranged from
5 to 23, they were 5.0 or more at 24 point or more of the total score. Incidence of fall
showed increased tendency with increasing total score, and reached 50% when the
total score was 27 points.
Furthermore, we similarly examined each risk factor score. In all risk factor
scores, odds ratios of 0 points of each risk factor score were under 1.0 (0.0 to 0.7),
and those at 1 point or more of each risk factor score were 1.0 or more. The range
of odds ratios of each risk factor were 0.1 to 17.2 (symptom of falling), 0.5 to 11.1
(physical symptom), 0.5 to 10.9 (disease and physical symptoms), 0.7 to 2.7
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(environment), 0.3 to 3.9 (behavior and character). On the other hand, points of
each risk factor when the odds ratio reached 5.0 or more were 1 point (symptom of
falling), 17 points (physical function), 8 points (disease and physical symptoms), 4
points (environment). The maximal odds ratio in “behavior and character” was 4.2
(5 points). In addition, incidence of fall in the each risk factors also showed
increased tendency with increasing each risk factor score, and the highest values
was 73% in the symptoms of falling (3 points), 78% in the physical function (21
points), 75% in the disease and physical symptoms (10 points), 33% in the
environment (4 points), and 41% in the behavior and character (5 points).

4. Discussion
This study assumed that fall risk factors is composed of five factors of
“symptoms of falling,” “physical function,” “disease and physical symptoms,”
“environment,” and “behavior and character,” and examined the validity of the
DFRA. The accuracy of prediction of fall experience based on risk factor scores of
the DFRA was about 40%, and almost all of this could be explained by three items
under “symptoms of falling.” These results indicate the following suggestions about
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the accuracy of predicting fall experience.
First, a few items under the “symptoms of falling” work better for predicting fall
experience (screening fall experience) in the healthy elderly population, compared
to many items under other risk factors that were reported in previous studies. This
was supported by the result that the percentage of predicting fall experience
correctly from the TMIG score was low (16.1%), though the TMIG assessment chart
is composed of items regarding risk factors such as physical function, disease,
environment, and fear of falling. Falling is a multifactoral problem (Graafmans et al.,
1996; Perell et al., 2001; Russell et al., 2009), and a cause of falling is highly
individualized (Pluijm et al., 2006). Therefore, there may be a limitation in
accurately predicting fall experience from the total score of relevant factors. Those
items representing symptoms of falling in this study, such as “stumble,” “felt like
falling,” and ”about to fall,” reflect the state of being liable to fall. The “symptom of
falling” is an outcome reflecting complex risk factors as reported in many studies,
and this factor may make it more possible to relate more directly to past or future
falls over other risk factors. Several prospective studies have indicated that
“currently falling” is an important predictor of “recurrently falling” (Pluijm et al., 2006).
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Furthermore, the reports screening fall risk from current falling and performance
score are more common in the fall risk assessment based on the performance test
(American Geriatric Society, 2001; Perell et al., 2001; Pluijm et al., 2006; Laessoe
et al., 2007; Muir et al., 2008; Russell et al., 2009). So, as for screening persons at
high risk of falling, use of “symptoms of falling” (the state of being liable to fall) can
provide more accurate and efficient assessment.
Secondly, it is important to not only assess risk level but also identify the risk
profile for individuals, and these assessments are directly related to the prevention
of falls in the future. In this study, significant differences in the total score and scores
of each risk factor were found between faller and non-faller groups, and fall risk
(odds ratios and incident of fall) tended to increase with the increase in the total
score and each risk factor score. These suggest that the problems concerning
these risk factors are somewhat connected to falls in the elderly. On the other hand,
as mentioned above, it became clear that there is a limitation in the prediction of fall
experience from questionnaire-based risk factor scores (or based on a
questionnaire consisting of multiple risk factors). To directly relate outcomes of fall
risk assessments to fall prevention, it is preferable that outcomes of fall risk
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assessment can provide not only comprehensive fall risk level but also identify
personal problems for each risk factor (American Geriatric Society, 2001). The
TMIG chart has problems as follows: (1) there is a limitation in the assessment of a
risk profile because this assessment chart is composed of multifactoral components,
but is unbalanced; (2) there are many items regarding disease, which are difficult to
improve in the short term, but there are a few items specifically regarding physical
function. Considering the fact that fall prevention measurements for the healthy
elderly population may be mainly focused on an improvement of physical function,
comprehensive assessment of physical function characteristics is important to
clarify physical problems for individuals. However, the TMIG fall risk assessment
chart has only four items regarding walking ability, balancing, and muscular
strength. In addition, since there are great individual differences of physical function
level in the healthy elderly population, physical function should be only slightly
assessed for each component. This is available to confirm effectiveness after fall
prevention measurements.
This study assumed two or more sub-factors for each risk factor of “physical
function,” “disease and physical symptoms,” “environment,” and “behavior and
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character,” respectively. Then, two or more assessment items were set for each
sub-factor, and a comprehensive assessment of a risk profile is expected.
Assessment items used in this study have the advantage of predicting physical
function because of their comprehensive assessment of physical characteristics
and a graduated assessment of physical function level. This advantage exists
because of the physical function level assessment items in each sub-factor
regarding physical function, such as balancing, muscular strength, lower limb
strength, walking ability, going up and down stairs, changing and holding posture,
and upper limb function.
Furthermore, this study gave meaning to the total score and each risk factor
score by calculating the odds ratio and the incidence of fall experience for each
score. As for the TMIG assessment chart, it may be possible to establish criteria for
screening persons at high risk of falling by using the results of the odds ratio or the
incidence of falling. However, considering the fact that the probability of
distinguishing fall experience was low, illustrating the relationship between fall risk
and each score may be applicable to fall prevention rather than establishing a
standardized criterion for screening. In this study, it was impossible to provide an
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example of a risk profile and its practical use due to space limitations. This is a
future issue.
This study was based on a cross-sectional data set, and had to use fall
experience as a criterion for examining applicability of the total and risk factor
scores. Since fall risk means the possibility of falling in the future, further
examination using longitudinal data set will be required.
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Table 1.
The summary of discriminant probabilities (%)
Independent variables

Percentages of distinguishing correctly
fallers and

fallers

non-fallers

non-fallers
Total score

85.3

14.4

98.5

5-risk-factor scores

84.0

39.7

92.3

Symptoms of falling score

82.0

42.5

89.4

Physical function score

84.2

0.6

99.8

84.4

0.6

100.0

84.3

0.0

100.0

Behavior and character score 84.1

1.1

99.6

TMIG score

28.2

95.3

16.1

98.2

Disease and physical
symptoms score
Environment score

84.7

TMIG score (excluding “fall experience”)
85.3
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